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Current situation of blue economy – turnover, employment
and trends

● Examples of mapping of blue economy

○ Orbis Europe database

○ Companies that have at least two 

employees and an annual turnover of 1000 

euros or more

○ Any year between 2007- 2016  
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Activity in a nutshell
Blue sectors studied:

- Bioeconomy & subsea activities 

- Energy

- Marine transportation 

- in-depth: Cargo transportation (EE, FI) and Passenger transportation (only FI)

- Blue tourism

- Marine construction 

Productivity of labour and fixes assets

Efficiency assessment in within-country scale (EE and FI separately) + cross-country

Sensitivity analysis

Analysis of input-output indicators of Estonian and Finnish blue sectors based on OECD input-output tables.

Detailed recommendations on development of cross-border statistics in blue region 



Detailed Economic Profile for each blue sector + potential & threats

Structure (applies to a single sector) 

Dimension Perspective Economic profile Potential Threats

Descriptive In-depth analysis 

of current

sectorial 

performance, 

relying on current 

inputs 

(resources) and 

outputs 

(performance 

indicators)

Relative size (weight) of the sector.

Recent statistical trends

Inference to the role of blue sector 

and its weight in local economy.

Productivity Productivity of single input  in producing 

the output

Effectiveness of the resource use 

and how it can be further improved. 

Efficiency Within-country and cross-border 

efficiency of multiple resources, given 

multiple output measures. Resources 

excess

In the context of two potential 

strategies: cost minimization and 

production expansion. Inference to 

environmental spill-overs (via fixed 

assets).

Sensitivity Reference to the 

future 

developments

Elasticity of (fixed, current) assets and 

labour. Relative output return to 

investments

Economic benefits and dangers of

investing into the sector and 

expanding resources.



Quantitative data analysis always encounters limitations, due to the data peculiarity and 

restrictions. Thus, the empirical results based on Amadeus data need to be consider with 

caution. (NOTE: the same applies to ORBIS data)

• Companies’ location: Companies’ location is the registration address of an enterprise. 

However, an address of company’s location may differ from a place where company is actually 

operating. The issue may result in omission of companies, which are registered elsewhere     

→ underestimation of true blue economy.  

• Companies industry classification: Amadeus relies on NACE Rev. 2 classification of 

activities, which does not allow to distinguish specific types of blue economy activities (e.g. 

wind vs. water energy). Also leads to omission of some companies that provide goods and 

services to blue economy, but are classified in “non-blue” activity. 

• Cross-country linkages: the data fails to provide a reliable measure for a cross-country 

linkages analysis. 

Limitations 
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Note: Estimates based on Amadeus database for year 2015. Only companies, which reported all indicators are included.



Sectorial profiles



Overall takeaway 



Main takeaways 

Best performing sectors

Estonia: energy, water (cargo) transportation and marine 

construction 

Finland: bio & subsea activities, energy, coastal tourism, 

marine (passenger) transportation and marine construction

Worst performing sectors

Estonia: bio & subsea activities, coastal tourism 

Finland: marine (cargo) transportation

complete efficiency and 

relatively high labour and/or 

fixed assets productivity

incomplete efficiency and 

marginal labour and fixed 

assets productivity



Cross-border cooperation potential

Cross-border cooperation is particularly relevant in the case of imperfectly 

efficient sectors. Specifically: 

• Bio & subsea activities is imperfectly efficient sector in Estonia, while fully efficient in Finland. 

Cross-border cooperation in a form of “good practice” sharing through learning the efficient 

operation strategies, resource management and monitoring, by Estonian bio & subsea sector from 

Finnish one may be one form of beneficial cross-border cooperation. 

• Marine (cargo) transportation is fully efficient and high-performing sector in Estonia, while 

inefficient in Finland. Cross-border cooperation through sharing the infrastructure objects, as well 

as adopting the fixed assets and labour management practices from Estonian side, could positive 

reflect on Finnish sectorial efficiency. 

• Coastal tourism is another example of cross-border sectorial cooperation. Low efficiency of 

Estonian tourism industry can largely benefit from sharing certain infrastructure objects, 

developing joint recreational activities and learning from Finnish tourism business, specifically, in 

human resource management.



Development of cross-border statistics

Current challenges: 

• The national-level data sources (administrative registry data) are substantially different across EU 

countries, due to different reporting procedures, metric systems, content of specific indicators  no 

harmonized registry data. 

• European or international level data are harmonized across countries , however, the actual cross-

border activities cannot be traced relying on these data and the level of generalization is quite high.

What has to be addressed in the future: 

A harmonized and detailed cross border statistics

- Cross-country unified data collection and processing procedures 

- Sufficient data disaggregation in terms of NUTS regions, enterprise-level financial indicators

- Recorded cross-border operations and financial flows 



Thank you for your attention!
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